Hi Elaine

The Commission has seen several version of Chapter 2 edits based on EVWG and other public comments. The Commissioners then weighed in with their comments, as well as a public comment period that went into February. The version that we are presenting tomorrow is a compilation that considers all the comments we received, including specific comments from the Commissioners on several occasions. The black is original language. The black strikeout is the original language that is recommended for removal with the red for new proposed edits—both the black strikeout and the red address public and Commissioner comments. There were several EVWG drafts, and rather than show all the strikeouts of all the versions based on EVWG comments, we went with one last version of recommended edits from the original text.

The version we are presenting tomorrow is one that we are asking the Commission to review and either accept to go out for another public comment period or to suggest edits in order to have it ready to go out June 1. There will be another public comment period tomorrow, as well as from June 1-30. The final draft plan will be presented at our July 14 meeting, with final plan adoption sometime in August. I hope this helps explain the edits we are presenting tomorrow for Chapter 2 Economic Development.

Best Regards, Krystyna
original language only? Can you please confirm? I’m asking because there are some considerable differences between the GMA policies presented in the December public comment version and the April CGRC version.

Thanks for the clarification. Hope all is well and everyone is healthy.